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***Ace the MTTC English as a Second Language Exam and Get the Results You Deserve***The
MTTC English as a Second Language Exam is a challenging test and your results can make a
huge difference when it comes to your future. If you do well on the exam, it can open doors and
lead to wonderful opportunities. If you do poorly on the exam, you will find yourself with a lot
fewer options. You may have to put your plans for the future on hold, or even give up on them
altogether. Preparing for your exam with our MTTC English as a Second Language Exam
Flashcard Study System can help you avoid this fate and give you a big advantage when you sit
down to take the test. Thousands of satisfied customers have relied on Mometrix Flashcards to
help them pass their exam, and now you can too.When you study with these flashcards, you'll
get an in-depth review of each section on the MTTC English as a Second Language Exam.The
Language Acquisition, Linguistics, and Comparisons section covers:Nativist modelSpelling
developmentSheltered English approachBasic orientations for teaching ESL The Culture section
covers:Cultural cooperation and accommodationInstruction for the children of
migrantsFamilyStructural considerations related to a multicultural classroom The Second
Language Acquisition and Instructional Practices section covers:Integrative processesSoliciting
cultural informationChallenges of ESL content-area instruction The Application of Standards-
Based Curriculum and Instruction section covers:Recommended sequence for phonics skills
instructionFormal assessmentAlphabetic principleInformal reading inventoryReciprocal teaching
The Assessment section covers:Clarifying tableAdvantages and disadvantages of
assessmentsOral presentationsTime management ideas The Professionalism section
covers:SocializationParent/ teacher conferencesAntibias curriculumInviting parents to
class ...and much more!We believe in delivering lots of value for your money, so the MTTC
English as a Second Language Exam Flashcard Study System is packed with the critical
information you'll need to master in order to ace the MTTC English as a Second Language
Exam.Study after study has shown that spaced repetition is the most effective form of learning,
and nothing beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and fast. MTTC
English as a Second Language Exam Flashcard Study System uses repetitive methods of study
to teach you how to break apart and quickly solve difficult test questions on the test.Our
flashcards enable you to study small, digestible bits of information that are easy to learn and
give you exposure to the different question types and concepts. With our flashcards, you'll be
able to study anywhere, whenever you have a few free minutes of time.Our company has helped
thousands of people achieve their education goals. MTTC English as a Second Language Exam
Flashcard Study System can help you get the results you deserve.
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Lauren Coates, “Laminate your notecards. These were extremely helpful. Just an FYI to anyone
buying, the amount of information you have to study is intense. Some other reviewers reported
that these were not what they expected- it would be impossible to bullet point the information
you need to know per subject. This varies from the text in the sense that it takes the information
and breaks it down into categories and subjects. Also, laminate the heck out of your cards or
they will not survive. They are simply printed on card stock. I can’t tell you how thankful I was to
have done so after spilling a cup of coffee on them!”

Jessica, “heads up about these flashcards. These flashcards do not come in a box or look like
the picture. They are printed on pages that you have to tear apart that are not much thicker than
regular computer paper. I am super disappointed in the quality considering the price. However,
the information is all there, and the cards have been a super helpful study tool.”

Gaby, “Quick and Compact. It was quick and had every component to the test. The best part was
when I finished a stack of flash cards, I knew exactly what I had left to study. Also, I can stash
them easily in anything so I can carry them around anywhere and anytime.”

Lucy Catt, “Five Stars. Passed the test thanks to these cards”

The book by Achille Rubini has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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